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SUMMARY OF PROJECT 
 
Research Question 
How implementing a differentiated phonetic spelling program, utilizing Words Their Way 
(2012) curriculum, may positively impact student phonetic spelling. 
Project Description 
This capstone project is a professional development presentation that provides 
Elementary school teachers with the knowledge and process to differentiate their spelling 
curriculum using a developmentally appropriate, phonetic spelling program through ​Words tHeir 
Way ​(2012) curriculum. This presentation is designed to provide relevant research to teachers 
that will motivate these educators to think critically about their current spelling curriculum and 
the delivery of their instruction. The teachers will be given the tools and support to create a 
program that would best fit the spelling needs of their students. 
The professional development would be provided to Kindergarten through fifth grade 
teachers for two days of professional development before the school year begins. The 
presentation will be approximately four hours in length for each of those days. This project was 
also designed to have a check in around October to make sure teachers feel supported and ready 
to use the program with their students. There would also be a check in around the end of the year 
to look at the data collected from our students and reflect on that data, as well as the program 
itself. This gives teachers the opportunity to change aspects of the program for the following 
year. 
My goal was to provide a detailed and compelling presentation to motivate teachers to 
implement this program within their classroom. Another goal of this project was to create a 
methodical process of learning, practicing, and creating plans that would best work for their 
students and classroom. This way, the teacher can feel confident implementing this program 
independently.  
For this presentation, I used Google Slides to communicate to teachers. I chose this 
method because with our changing work environment, in person whole group professional 
development is not always going to be possible. This way, teachers can follow along on their 
devices. There are links embedded in the slides that take them to resources, and there are talking 
points right on the slide so that teachers can go back and remember what specifically was talked 
about as to aid in creating an understanding and implementing these ideas. I also included many 
real life pictures of examples from my own classroom to give these teachers a better 
understanding of some of these ideas in the presentation. The presentation also has links to 
programs such as Jam Board to allow for collaboration digitally within their teams. This is a fun 
way to continue to learn and work together in a digital age.  
Intended Audience 
` The intended audience is elementary school teachers, specifically teachers in the Byron 
School District. My goal of this project is to have all the elementary grade level teachers, 
kindergarten through fifth grade, adopt this program in their classrooms. This way, our students 
will be able to move continuously through the program from grade to grade, and learn spelling 
patterns that are most developmentally appropriate for them. This presentation can be used in 
other  districts and adapted to meet their needs. 
Project Format 
Professional development opportunities can be very meaningful for teachers when done 
correctly. According to the Learning Policy Institute, professional development needs to have 
many aspects to be truly effective. One must make sure the professional development 
opportunity is content focused, and incorporates active learning. It also must support 
collaboration as well as include modeling of how to effectively implement the strategy being 
explained. The professional development must provide coaching and expert support, and provide 
opportunities for feedback and reflection (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, Gardner, Espinoza, 2017).  
Using this knowledge of effective practices, this project aims to provide an effective 
professional development environment and provide meaningful learning for my colleagues. I 
created this project with the focus to be on learning and adjusting a curriculum to best meet the 
needs of the students in the teachers’ classrooms. Because this presentation would be for teachers 
kindergarten through fifth grade, each grade level’s plan will look different from one another to 
be more age appropriate for their students. Giving teachers the opportunity to work within their 
team as well as vertically to create these plans creates a collaborative environment where ideas 
are freely shared and built upon. Lastly, this presentation also allows for opportunities for 




Tell teachers to get out a paper and a pen and spell these words: Acrimonious, bequeath, 
sovereign, tourniquet, luscious.  
Notes: Knowing that these words are age appropriate, but it was still difficult, did that help at all? 

















Notes: Ask for any questions from yesterday before we begin. 

Notes: Walk through how to score their inventory assessment with teachers, showing an 






Notes: if the group of teachers do not have assigned vertical alignment groups, then create 
these groups ahead of time.





 








 
